
⑤12.6 Cylinders and Quadric Surfaces 12.6

Cylinders

⑧We coveredcylinders in $1201.

Recall thebelow class notes from 5120 1.

Let From $1.6. Acylinder 3 " afancy S.

In 13, start with:
and

a generating curve 3 in a plane O

· a generating line 2. thatintersects in exactly 1point.

The finder 3. (generated by Band 2) isthesurface containing

of the set of points on all lines which

·intersect 3
·are parallel to 2.

Rmk. To visual 3, move lineI to parallel lines passing thrub.

Acylinder is one type of a surface.

Next:2 examples of

Cylinders generated by
· curved in an coordinate plane leg xy-plane).
· line I is thecoord, axis of the unused coord of 3 legz-axis)



12,4.2

#

See Demos 12, 1. 2.

Let 3 bez =3-y and 2 bex-axis.

Firstgraph 3. When x =0, z =3-y is
a line in the yy-plane

and
goes thru the points 10,0,3)

and 10, 3, 0).

second, to generate the cylinder E, move 2,
wontchanging

/it's diction, along 3 Z
↓

E 35

I &
3

3-

parallel "w
is ,y /to

X
L - 3E more doniPad33

x

So I is the plane thin 10,0,3) and 10,3,0) that is parallel to x-axis.

#

2. See Demos 12, 1, 2.

Let 3 be x+y=25 and

Firstgraph 3. Then move I as we
did in Ex.1

-

Z
n

*2 a
line II to Zaxis,
move the line along to

i I [ on"?33* weneto get3.
L S

g

x I by ......
-

So I isa circular cylinder (think of as surface of an infinitely

long soup can'- just
the tin can, notthe soup inside.



Quadric Surfaces 12,4.3

The general equation of a quadric surface (invariables x,y,
and2

is where A, B, C, D,E,F, G, H, I, and 5 are constants,

↳m
"basic, terms " come from come from

rotation translation

· We will concentrateon 2 types of quadric surfaces:

hyperbolic paraboloid (commonly called "saddle")and ellipsoid
Ellipsoid

· Basic form (a, b, and care positive) A I
-

*
multiply thru by (b)x=yz=

0
lab)to get

-

Ellipsoid +E = as center 10,0,0) and

semi-axes of length: a (along x-axis), b (alongy-axis), ((along z-axis).



·Hyperbolic Paraboloid 12,6.4

i.e. "Saddle"

-de(a, b,and care positivel

- =E isa2

↑
·"Saddle point"atthe origin. /colors match up with

· Symmetric about the planes x =0 and y
=0. N

· cross section with plane x =0 is the parabola z =272.
·cross section withplane y

=0 is the parabola z =-1x2.
az

7
· cross section with plane z=c is the hyperbola at1
Am Asaddle with "saddle point"at theorigin (and is notrotated

has the equation in variables n,V, and w 3

for some nonzero constants K andL

kn2 +Lv2 =w* with 1=*/E).



blem Describe the surface given by the equation 12.6.5

36x2 +9y2 +422 - 288x - 90y + 482 + 909 =0.(1)

&

·Complete squares in (1) to "get rid of "the x,y, and I terms,

(1) -36x2 -288x +9y2 - 90y +4 =
2
+482 = 909

i=36(x2- 8) +q(y 2
- 10) +4(z2 +12z) == 909

↓
complete square ...

if you need, see 2x4 p71-713

<- 36(x -4)2 +9(y - 5)2 +4(z +6)2 =909 +34(4)2 +9(5 + 4(62

-36(x -4)2 +9(y - 5)2 +4(z +b)2 =36
23 =(t) (9)

+
32

⑧

Z

An

ellipsoid
with center (4,3, -6)==3 and

↑ · a semi-axis x-axis andof length 1 with
3 y

corresp. axis
btw (4-1,5,-6) and (4+1,5, -6)

· a semi-axis II y-axis
and of length 2 with

X

-- corresp. axis btw (4,5-2,-b) and (4,5+2,-b)

· a semi-axis Il z-axis and of length 3 with

corresp. axis btw (4,5,-6-3) and (4,5,6+3)


